In the event of a mains power failure, readily available is a 240 volt, independent power source which can be quickly wheeled to an electric bed, air mattress and other low power consuming pieces of equipment. The compact and silent mobile unit consists of a 60AH battery power source, smart charger to maintain the battery at peak reserve and a 300 watts inverter, which allows the power from the battery to convert to 240 volts when needed.

The isolation and power monitoring gauges are also located at the front, behind the cover for easy reach. The compact system can be conveniently stored whilst the power supply is plugged in and readily available for emergency power when required.

- 60 amp hour battery
- 240 volt power
- Mobile & compact
- Able to power Beds & Air Mattresses up to 300 watts
- Charge Lifter batteries & Electric Wheelchairs
- Code MBT402100